Immersion 193-nm lithography is currently used but it is reaching its resolution limit. To extend the further finer patterns, several lithography candidates have been investigated. The leading candidate to replace 193-nm lithography for future node is extreme ultraviolet EUV for single pattering solution. However, insertion of EUV lithography into high volume manufacturing is delayed as it is still far from the current 193-nm lithography throughput due to the difficulty of development of sufficient 13.5-nm power source. DSA (directed self-assembly) has gained great attention as one of the next generation patterning technologies since it is simple and compatible with conventional lithography processes.
DSA utilizes the domains formed by phase separation of the block copolymers induced by the annealing process. These domains show a range of shapes, including hexagonal close packed cylinders and lamellar stacks that resembles the features as hole and line and space structures in lithography. The cylinder structures can be used for contact hole shrink process due to the difficulty in direct patterning of the smaller size contact hole with acceptable CD (critical dimension) uniformity.
There are several significant challenges for DSA to be overcome for actual use in LSI manufacturing, such as selectivity in reactive ion etching, the following pattern transfer, low defect in pattern formation during the self-assembling and CD uniformity.
One of the main issues is defect in patterning processes. There has been efforts to investigate the defect of DSA process by observing the pattern performance in 300 mm base line process. To make DSA in a practical use, one needs to check the DSA performance in several processes. The challenges were needed to investigate issues of the processes in the actual manufacturing-oriented environment.
The authors have been working on the full integration of DSA contact hole shrink process. Their research includes electrical test results of single via [1] , DSA process verification in terms of CD uniformity and CER (contact edge roughness) [2] and the improvement in process margin by wet development [3] . They also tried to find the optimized process by modeling DSA process using DPD (dissipative particle dynamics) simulation [4] [5] . Finally, they have conducted electrical via chain yield tests for verifying the total performance of DSA contact hole shrink process as well as the failure analysis [6] .
As described above, Dr. Azuma and his group have conducted fundamental and useful research on the development of DSA technology that is valuable for the future establishment of LSI application.
